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G E N E R AT I O N X

DESIGN DYNASTY

What better way to celebrate
ten years in business than
to create something striking?
Leather expert Studio Art
(studioart.it) has asked three
emerging designers – Giorgia
Zanellato, Elaine Yan Ling
Ng and Massimo Brancati,
the creator of ‘Frammenti
Urban’ (below) – to each create
a wallcovering that will show
off the versatility of the
material. The ‘X Anniversary’
collection costs from £488 per
square metre (studioart.it).

To coincide with the release of David
Hicks Scrapbook (Vendome UK, £60),
his son, Ashley Hicks, has designed
a fabric with GP & J Baker featuring
a geometric pattern that his father would
surely approve of. ‘Hicksonian’(right,
£89 per metre; gpjbaker.com), available
in a choice of two colours, blue or scarlet,
is inspired by a wallpaper design of his
father’s from 1974. The scrapbook itself
comes in a volume of 25 individual
tomes and covers the period from 1950
until the renowned interior designer’s
death in 1998, offering an intimate
insight into his work, including candid
personal snaps of celebrities of the day,
press cuttings and fabric swatches.

B E S P O K E O N A B U D G ET

EFFORTLESS TERRAZZO
With its beautiful coloured jewels of marble set in concrete,
the terrazzo trend is here to stay, so it’s no surprise that it’s now
possible to get the look without the hassle. This vinyl flooring
by Atrafloor comes in two designs, the subtle ‘Fleck’ or the large
scale ‘Terra’ pattern (above). You also have the option to
customise the print in different colours for a look that’s
hardwearing and unique. £59 per square metre (atrafloor.com).
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Transform tired looking kitchen units or add finesse
to an Ikea design with fresh new doors and plinths. Custom
Fronts uses sustainable materials to create these affordable
updates – choose from basic Ikea ‘Metod’ and ‘Besta’
dimensions or send your own measurements. Pick from
six wood options, including a Scandinavian birch ply,
or go for a hand painted finish, such as ‘Musk Mallow’
(below).From £18 for one door front (customfronts.co.uk).

